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APPROACH TO THE IMPROVEMENT OF HIGH SCHOOL METHODS 
OF TEACHING 
. I. Slowness- of high school teachers to respond to. the new 
philosophy of education. 
A. Causes 
1. Overemphasis of' academi.c training. 
2. Diversity of professional training. 
B. Response to demand for better trained teachers~ 
1. Standardization in California. 
2. Courses in Wisconsin Normal Schools. 
c. Criticism of the training school products. 
1. Lack of ability in adapting technique. 
2. Overlooking the needs of the individual s.tudent. 
II. Na-·. H- made principal of the high school in the city of x. 
A. Teachers o,f varied experiences and training in 
his school. 
B. Plan for reorganization. 
1. T:ime needed - from threa to five years. 
2. Need o.f a new vision on part of teachers. 
c. Study of individual pupil aim of the school. 
1. Books on adolescence placed in the liprary. 
2. Address on adolescence. by an outsider. 
3. Study o.f social status of each pupil. 
a:. Data o:btained by questionnaires and recorded 
on social status cards. 
b. Pupils ass:igned to teachers as advisers. 
c. Pertinent information obtained. 
d. Conferences with pupils. 
e. IQ O·f each pupil studied in light o:f data 
af social status card. 
II 
OUTLINE 
'I. Series of room studies comparing chronological 
age and mental age showing varying abilities. 
g. Teachers converted to psychological tests 
because· of interest in the incli vidual child. 
h. Achievement tests revealing varyin abi lities 
and needs or pupils. 
lv Simple tests in silent reading . 
2. Stan ardized f orms . · 
a . Wilson Language Error Test. 
b. Haggerty ea ing Test - Sigma 3. 
c . Influence of environment on 
English of pupils. 
III. study of individual differences giving rise to a plan or 
e ucational and vocational guidance. 
A. Group advisers as counsellors working with a head 
director from the city guidance department. 
B. Aims presented at teachers~ meeting. 
1. Study of merits and abilities of each pupil . 
2. General scheme ofadvisers. 
3. Discussion of duties of group advisers. 
4~ Duties of the Director. 
c. Second teacher st meeting . 
1. B~oks on vocations and biographie~ to be put in 
the school library. 
2. Co-operation of Engli sh Depart1nent in using 
information as to vocations. 
3. Talks by proressional men and women. 
D. Thi r teacher s' meeting. 
1. Social and moral guidance. 
2v Committee of three appointed to supervise 
moral guidance. 
3. Each class to have an adviser for social affairs. 
E. Vocational Direct.orts invest igation of data on 
social status car d. 
1. PUpil conferences with directors. 
III 
OUTLINE 
IV. St.udy of Cardinal Principles with a view to ad justments in 
the Grganization. 
A. Remedie-s fo.r such varying possibilities. 
B'. Aims of secondary education far these pupils. 
a. Cardinal Principles suggested far professional 
reading. 
D. Cardinal Principles presented by teachers in meetings. 
1. Strength or weakness of the school in conforming 
to these prin~iples. 
R. Teachers organized into cammi ttees to study o,bjectives. 
F. Student. ca.uncil proposed by civic eonnnittee. 
V. Study or the CUrriculum. 
A. Topics for discussion in teacherst meetings. 
VI. Methods. 
1. Purpo.se; o .. bjectives; vocational curriculum. 
2. Changes in curriculum to meet needs and interests 
of pupils • . 
3. RValuatian of subject matter in subject syllabi. 
A .. u-nconscious practice of improved methaqs in use at: 
achievement tests. 
B'. Study of individual differences leads to discussion 








Mimeographed bulletins· distributed to teachers 
berore the meetings. 
a... General suggestions to pupils.. 
b. Aim,. meaning, and technique of directed 
st.udy - review and assignment. 
Study or a modified type of the Dalton 
La-boratory Plan. 
Grauping within a recitation section. 
a.. Not reasible f'or all subjects. 
Laboratory method in problem-solving. 
a. Meets. social needs of pupils. 
b. Especially applicable t o sciences and 
social studies. 
Appreciation lessons. 
Importance of law of interest. 
Principal B~ emphasizes developmental chana-es 





New vision and profess ional growth of teachers under Mr. B-ts 
organization. 
A. Supervision of instruction a natural cons equence. 
VIII.. U1 tima te aim of the s·chool, - continual enri chment of educational 
opportunities for pupils and study of the needs of the 
i ndividual pupil. 
A. Value of marks to teacher, parents, and pupils .. 
1. Li teral scheme of marking .. 
&. Character rating of pupils. 
IX. Extra- curricular Activit ies. 
A~ Value in preparing pupil for life of society. 
B. Unifying i nfluence of clubs . 
C. Teachers· volunteer to be sponsors of clubs. 
D~ Clubs to be a part of school program . 
X. Complete co-operation between principal and faculty and 
f a culty participat ion in the administration • 
APPROACH TO THE I:MPROVEMENT OF HIGH SCHOOL METHODS OF TEACHING. 
We are forced t .o a:ckno.wledge that the high school teachers 
have been the slowest group to respond to the new philosophy of education. 
That they are not wholly to blame, however, will be seen by a cursory 
glance at the training or rather lack of training to which this group 
has been submitted before being launched into the field of teaching. When 
the need for better trained high school teachers became apparent, instead 
of establishing training institutions for high school teachers, a slight 
modification was made in the traditional academic material of the col-
leges by the addition of a course or two in education. As high school 
positions have been filled by these college graduates rather than by those 
from the Normal Schools, we are not surprised to find them characterized 
as academic specialists or drill masters who are satisfied when the ma-
terial of their courses has been memorized· by their s·tudents. In the 
wo.rds of A •. E .• Winship qu·oted in the N. E. A. J"ourna1t .ranuary" 1926: 
•The tragedy o:f s·ome high schools is that teachers think their profes-
"sional business i .s to teach: subjects as though reasonabl.e perfection 
~in that subject would be necessary in order to enter the Kingdom of 
tt'Heaven~ •. Ev·en with the addition of observation work and practice 
teaching to the professional curricula for the training of teachers for 
secondary schools the efficiency o.f the graduates did not increase to-
- · g -
any great extent. This is not to be wondered at when we note the lack 
of' uniform standards in curricular requirements. rn 1916 - 17 the re-
~uirements in education for the A. B. ~degree varied in state institu-
tions from twenty to forty-five semester hours. There was equal varia-
tion as to the year for professional courses and the year of practice 
teaching-- the latter occurring .any time from the first year to the 
fourth. The traditional normal-school methods were over emphasized 
instead of providing the more modern professional courses entailing the 
study of the real problems of education. There was a very noticeable 
tendency to restrict the latter to students of experience in the graduate 
schools. 
A st.udy made in 1922 of the. training of the teachers in high 
schools accredited by the North Central Association revealed that, except 
for the uniformity in the number of semester hours required in education, 
there was a great diversity as to what constitutes professional training. 
Of college graduates who had entered high schools of the Association 
shortly before the study was made,. more than one-half had neither prac-
tice teaching nor observation of expert teaching. Even when there has 
been practice teaching and o:bservation, the principle which has seemed 
t .o dominate the training of young candidates has been one of superficial 
acq,_uaintance with the methods of several personalities teaching varied 
subjects rather than a thorough knowledge of skill exhibited by a 
limited number of persons in a selected field of related subjects. 
In 1923 there was still a great variation in the amount of 
professional training required of high school teachers. L. H. Whitcraft 
of the Technical High School, Indianapolis, Indiana, made a study of 
the catalogues of 179 higher institutions in the territory of the North 
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Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools to determine 
the courses' most available for the training of prospective teachers for 
service in high schools eligible to membership in the Association. 
These 179 institutions were distributed over seventeen states, -all 
that are included in the membership of the North Central Association 
except the state of Wyoming. The investigation showed that the amount 
of' educational courses necessary to qualify for high school teaching 
ranged from eleven semester hours in Michigan to thirty (now 2'4*) 
semester hours in Ohio with the usual variation as to the particular 
courses included in the requirements. As has been stated the only 
uniformity was the number of semester hours in education prescribed 
by the North Central Association, - fifteen f ·or the undergraduates and 
eleven for the graduate. 
Ho.wever, the higher institutions· seem to be 
awakening to the problem confronting them and we find certain univer-
s"ities, colleges, f 'our-year teachers colleges,. and some states, mak-
ing a great effort to reconstruct their professional curricula. The 
State of California has made the most recent and probably the most ad-
vanced effort to standardize training far secondary school teachers as 
well as for elementary school teachers. The state board of education, 
empowered to fix the professional curricula of all training schoo.ls 
of the state which recommend teachers to the board for certification, 
raised the standard from twenty-ana to thirty-two hours of education 
and from six to ten hours o.f practice teaching.-r.-
*Ohio.ts. new law reduced it. to 24 - School Review, ~!arch, 1924. 
*The Determination of Professional Curriculums for the training of 
Teachers for secondary Schools. W. c .. Reavis. School Review, 
J"anuary, 1924. 
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In Wisconsin steps have bee.n taken recently to raise the 
standard of professional training for high school teachers. To this 
end four year courses leading to a degree have been adopted in the state 
teachers colleges. These courses include in their curricula the tech-
nique of subjects·, organization, administration, and supervised teaching 
in addition to the requ ired academic courses. While there is as yet 
little agreement as to the requirements in the professional curricula 
of teachers colleges, leaders .in the field are of the opinion that 
standardization to some degree is a problem for present consideration • 
.Among the criticisms of the products of the training school 
is listed lack of ability to adapt their technique to the different 
teaching situations. In their effort to impart knowledge through 
drill they overlook the needs- of the individual student. Other de-
ficiencies cited are a static view of professional growth and the. ab-
scence of' a sustaining interest in the science of' teaching. Frederick 
B. Knight in a study of qualities related to s-uccess in teaching 
(Teachers College Contribution to Education No. 120) shows substantial 
correlation between teaching ability and profess·ional knowledge shown 
by the ability to pass a professional test, which ability is indicative 
of professional interest. This development of professional interest 
should be one of the chief aims of the training course. A sustained 
professional interest would be conducive t .o an open mind, and the sup-
pression of an unfortunate feeling of sa.tisfaction evinced by those 
who have not come under the influence of the new scheme of teacher-
training far s·econdary. schools as well as by their older c·ollaagues 
with the intensified academic training. 
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Of such varied training and or· correspondingly varied ex-
perience were the teachers comprising the faculty of the high school 
of 1500 girls in the city of X- when Mr. B- was made principal. Re 
was fortunate in finding a few superior teachers who through profes-
sional study had been aroused to desire new methods of teaching, but 
these were out-numbered by the young inexperienced teachers and the 
older ones who had become static. It is evident that the principal in 
order to be a leader of such a group and inspire them with a desire to 
improve the standards of teaching, must himself possess a thorough 
knowledge of the physiology and psychology of adolescence as well as a 
clear vision of the results to be accomplished by his organization. A· 
study of the standards and methods of instruction of the teachers 
revealed to ~rr. B- that his task could be accomplished only by the 
process of evolution and might require from three. to five years with a 
sufficient number of teacherst meetings during each period of reorganiza-
tion to develop the new ideas. A. new professional interest must be 
. 
awakened and a new vision grasped before it vvould be possible to change 
wrong ways of doing things. His first step was through the study of 
the individual pupil to present to the teaching staff the aim of the 
school, viz., equal opportunity for all in the training for lifets ac-
tivities. If educa.tion prepares for the business of living there must 
be a closer contact with the child than a mere knowing of him as a 
pupil. The relationship should be of such a nature that the pupil will 
feel free to go to the teacher with questions concerning personal is-
sues as well as classroom problems. With this in mind, he placed in the 
library books on adolescence and suggested chapters for reading. Early 
in the fall an outside speaker addressed 'the teachers on the outstanding 
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characteristics of the high school adolescent. Mr. B- suggested that 
they try to learn as much as possible about the human inheritance of 
the pupils -- their home environment, economic limitations, physical 
details, mental assets, their social nature and their recreational 
tastes. The slogan, "·service far chi l dren"- coupled with the enthusiasm 
of Mr. B- fired th~ school with new life and optimism. 
It was evident that if these facts were g~eaned from inciden-
tal sources there was a danger that they woul.d be obtained too late to 
prevent a wrong start; then, too, fac·ts so gathered would doubtless not 
be recorded and in many instances not be passed on to the subject teachers 
of the ensuing ye~r. It was therefore agreed to use a personnel ques-
tionnaire for obtaining the data, and a social status card for recording 
the information. The questionnaire was not given until the end of the 
first marking period as there would be more fre edom in answering the 
questions after new pupils had become acquainted with new teachers. 
These questionnaires were filled out under the direction of the home 
room teachers who later became group advisers. After· the data sheets were 
a.ssembled in the office, the information was transferred to the social 
status card , and the questionnaires returned to the home roam advisers 
for use in the guidance program. On the questionnaire- had been entered 
the IQ of each pupil. All subject teachers were urged to consult either 
the status cards or the questionnaires of the pupils in their classes. 
PERSONNEL QUESTIONNAIRE 
I. Name Nationality 
2·. Where· were· you born? 
3. What language do you speak at home? 
4. How many older brothers and sisters have you? 
How many younger brothers and sisters have you? 
5. Is your mother living? Occupation 
6' . Is your father living? Occupation 
7. bo you work afternoons? Where 
For how long? 
8. Have you household duties? 
9. What are they? 
10. Have you any physical handicap? 
11. Do you belong to clubs? What are they? 
Row many nights a week? 
12. Are you a scout? Raw much time do you give? 
13. Do you study dancing? Ro.w many l .essons a week? 
• 
14. Do you take elocution? 
15. Do you take music l .essons:? How long do you 'practice? 
16:. What do you do with your leis·ure time? 
17. Do you go to the movies? How often? 
18. Rave. you any idea what you wish to do for a living? 
social status n·e:cord 
-;~ 
.. Na1Ile Nat.ionali ty 
~~ i~ Language spoken at. home 
·:" Father•s occupation Mother•s 
No. of older brothers and sisters ~ .. ~t· No. of younger brothers and sisters 
~t- Does the pupil work after school? 
it- Is it necessary economically? 
i'" What extra home responsibilities does the pupil have? 
{~ 
* Phys'icai defects 






_ .. ,_ 
" 
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They showed marked interest i n the knowledge discovered and a willing-
ness t o interpret the success o.f the pupils in terms of the personal 
information gained . Ther e was disclosed t o their inquiring minds the 
close relat ionship be tween the external social conditions of the pupil 
and his school work . Among the f acts r evealed was a direct relationship 
between school eff'iciency and an excessive amount of time devoted t o 
diversio11s , and between outs ide interests and nervousness . For ins tan ce, 
s tudents with le ss than average ' IQts were practicing their piano lessons 
three hours a day and staying up late i n order t o comple te home lessons . 
Ot her s were spending an unjustifiabl e amount of time in reading fic t ion , 
attend ing the ":Levies "' , and. in taking dancing les sons . In s ome cases where 
the mother went to work or was not living , the time required in home 
duties was far in excess of the strength and men t al ability of the girl. 
The i nfluence of these factors on the school record was very apparent 
in all cas es . 
The study of thi s personal history i ncreased the teachers t 
understanding of the ind ividual child. Failure to do the work to the 
s atisfa ction of the teacher whether t hrough lack of interes t, disabil ity , 
outside i n t eres t s o.r responsibilities i s the the br eaking down point in the 
educational career of many high school pupils and the cause of the hi gh 
mortal ity . The principal wa s , therefore, very anxi ous t o capitali z e 
this interest in the individual pupil both in ord er to develop co- op-
eration in the facul ty and prevent unne cessary failures. Unless the 
child lives i n an a t mosphere of success he will not cultivate right 
a t titudes toward his school work and the members of his group and may 
be malad j usted to soc iety througout h is enti r e life. Each case of 
f ailur e was carefully studied and remedial measures taken . 
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Friendly conferences with pupils and teachers were held in the prin-
cipalt·s office. Then, too, teachers alone in conference with the prin-
cipal discussed the outstanding cases. These interviews led to a dis-
c-losure of individual differences and a. s-tudy of the IQ of each pupil. 
In most cases the elementary schools had provided the school with the 
IQ as ascertained in grade eight by the T'erman Group Test. All the 
pupils who for various reasons had not been tested were gathered to-
gether and given form B of this test. (Form B was given because form A 
had been used the previous year and it seemed advisable to have a few 
pupils take the test again.) Special abilities as well as disabilities 
were checked; pupils with high IQ's were found who were not working up 
to their ability. They were content to ""get by"" on little effort, thus 
developing habits of idleness and losing the opportunity of cultivat-
ing their native capacity for initiative, independence and originality. 
A perusal of the previous scholarship record of some of these cases 
showed that habits of indolence and failure to work up to their capacity 
had not been checked in the elementary school. The principal realized, 
however, that it was not too late t .o remove the cause of inadeq_ua te 
school work on the part of the superior child and noted the adjustment 
as one to be provided for in his scheme of improvement. He wished to 
pursue still further the awakening of his teachers to a realization of 
the wide variety of individual differences in their groups. A study of 
chronological ages and a comparison with the IQ. shoVIed a wide variation 
even among those of the same chronological age.- Then, too, those oldest 
in age for the grade were almost invariably lowest in intelligence. A 
series of room studies comparing the chronological and mental age 
revealed to the teachers the •capacity-character.,. of the different rooms 
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and afforded the principal the means of knowing his school as a whole. 
Teachers who had been sceptical as to the use of psychological tests 
were convinced of their applicability because of the light thrown on 
the individual child. The study of the misfit child usually furnishes 
an emotional appeal especially among the female members of the faculty. 
Meetings were held to which the teachers took the records and histories 
of all cases whom they and the principal regarded worthy ·of discussion. 
Now that the sympathy of the teachers had been enlisted through the 
interest created in individual differences the suggestion that a further 
study be made through the use of achievement tests met with approval • 
. As the avail able standardized tests in high school are not as numerous 
or as efficacious as in the grades, the program of testing was not con-
fined to such tests. One scheme suggested to the teachers was to give 
a single test to each class and observe the variation of time required 
by the differ ent students. To measure the reading ability short paragraphs 
or the stanza of a poem were read silently within a given time. Then 
questions were asked calling for ari interpretation of the passage read. 
These readings, some of which were selected by the principal, covered 
such subjects as elementary science, biology, history, and English liter-
ature. Such tests served a general purpose at least and revealed vary-
ing degrees of ability to understand, thus emphasizing in the minds of 
the teachers- the individual differences of the pupils. By paving the 
way with this simple form of testing it was an easy rna tter to make a 
transition to some of the standardized forms. ·. The Wilson Language 
Error Test was given to the freshman English classes with a view to 
improving the spoken English. Here again the social status card threVI 
light upon the results of this test. Varied home conditions had 
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exerted their influence on what might be called a language conscious-
ness of correct English. The same influence was apparent when the 
Haggerty Reading EXamination, Sigma 3, given to the freshman classes, 
revealed a poverty in vocabulary. It is self-evident that the pupil 
from the home where good English is heard and good reading encouraged 
has a distinct advantage over the one from the home where there are no 
books, no discus s ion of'· current topics, and where crude language is 
heard. 
As has been stated, these tests were used to further impress 
on the teachers the varying abilities of individual pupils and also for 
remedial purposes. In the classes where the tests were given, time was 
set aside for corr ective teaching based on the observed results. The 
vocabulary deficiency shown by the Haggerty test revealed the necessity 
of vocabulary building exercises. As inefficient reading is a prominent 
factor in accounting for deficiency in scholarship, remedial measures were 
pursued in teaching children how to read paragraphs intelligently for 
content. Prescribed reading with note-taking or outlining proved ef-
fective as well as reading assignments based on questions and problems. 
The outcome of all these studies was respect f ·or the individual and the 
direction of the teacherts attention to the child. The diagnostic value 
of tests in teaching school subjects was proved by practice and the way 
paved for an enlightened treatment of the problems of instruction. The 
principal did not deem it wise this fi r st year of his regime to group 
the pupils according to their intelligence except for the formation of 
Special Classes in bookkeeping and English for freshmen and sophomore s 
of less than average IQ. .. How the problem of instruction was met in the 
case of the remaining varying abilities will be discussed in a subsequmt 
1~-
part of the paper. 
5o far the traditional school had become a new s·chool inas-
much as the teachers were concerned with the growth and development of 
the individual pupil. Attention had come to be centered upon the needs 
of each individual whether of superior or inferior ability. As it is 
apparent that the degree of intelligence a pupil possesses bears a 
definite relation to preparation for life·ts work, the principal realized 
that the study of the individual dif ferences must be taken care of by 
some plari of educational and vocational guidance. His school like most 
modern high schools drew its students from every class, but in larger 
numbers· from the non-professional group. It had facilities for training 
in almost every vocation open to a high school girl graduate. He felt 
that many students had not chosen the courses best ·suited to their abil-
ity and wished to make use of the testing results in a guidance program. 
Mr. B~ realized that the result of the testing is only one factor to be 
used in aiding the pupil ts choice of a vacation. "Success is only 
partly due to individual qualities; the rest is due to social encouragers 
in the environment." No form of guidance must map out the future of the 
individual without regard for his wishes and ~spirations; neither should 
he be allowed to drift aimlessly into a vocation, but should be given 
preparation to become an "intelligent actor in the drama of life.• c:on-
sequently, the plan he devised included a systematic study of educational 
and vocational opportunities as well as a study of the merits, aptitudes, 
and abilities of each pupil. Alreadyt preparatory to presenting the plan 
at a teacherst meeting, he had talked it over with the Group Advisers 
who were to act as counsellors under the leadership of a trained direc-
tor from the city department of Vocational Guidance. The latter was to 
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have office hours in the high school building when she might be consulted 
by pupils, teachers, or parents. 
In order- to present the guidance program effe.ctively and 
study it thoroughly with the teachers before putting it into practice, 
three teachers t- meetings: were necessary. ~ach teacher had been previous-
ly given a typed copy of the plan. At the first of these meetings the 
general scheme of organization was presented by the principal and was 
fo1lowed by a discussion of the duties of the Group Advisers se"t forth 
by a committee chosen from the adv."isers. It was agreed that the duty 
of the Group Advisers or Counsellors should be to establish a personal 
relationship through the sympathetic following up of each individual 
assigned to her charge. For this purpose she should use the information 
on the personnel questionnaire, and, on the blanks printed for the pur-
pose, obtain data from subject teachers regarding the interests, apti-
tudes, and abilities of the pupils in her care. She should call to the 
attention of the principal two successive failures of pupils in any sub-
ject as well as those. pupils who voiced a desire to withdraw from school. 
This gave the principal an opportunity for a special conference with the 
pupil. Advisers of first or second ·year groups especially should study 
the questionnaires very carefully and help the students plan courses 
suited to their needs and abilities. Cases presenting difficulty of 
decision, as well as pupils with no idea as to what they wished to do 
after graduating, should be referred to the Director. The advisers of 
the groups preparing for college. should keep the pupils informed as to 
the requirements necessary to enter the respective institutions. The 
following year after entrance to college the director should obtain the 
records of those in college to ascertain where the high school instruc-
tion needed to be strengthened. If economic conditions were forcing 
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pupils to go to work, this Director should try to procure work after-
noo.ns and Saturdays so as to enable them to remain in school. The 
Director should hold group conferences at the beginning of each semes-
ter, but t he personal counsel of the Group Adviser should be continuous 
throughout the year, although curriculum guidance may demand more at-
tention at the close of each year. When necessary,. parents, i~ they 
do not come of their own volition, should be called in concerning edu-
cational adjustments. Besides the personnel record, the counsellor 
should have each pupil •·s cumulative scholarship record beginning with 
the 7th grade, the class teacherst records, the results of the intelli-
gence and achievement tests, and the dates and records of the personal 
conferences. 
At the next teacherst meeting plans for providing educational 
and vocational opportunities were presented. The library was to be 
provided with books on vocations, biographies of" successful men and women, 
as well as college catalogues· for those wishing to enter hi ghar insti tu-
t .ions. The English teachers were asked to utilize this material for oral 
and written compositions • . At stated times throughout the year business 
and professional men and women were to give informal talks to special 
groups explaining the advantages, disadvantages, and training necessary 
f"or the vocation which they represented. Arrangements had also been 
made with business firms. and local industries for groups of pupils to 
visit and get the real atmosphere of the vocation in which they were 
interested. 
At the third meet.ing the social and moral phase of guidance 
was discussed. Three group advisers· led the discussion as to the 
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meaning and the opportunities of carrying out this part of the program. 
The pr incipal stated that the organizat ion of the school aimed at the 
development of right habits of work and conduct of liv.ing. The dis-
cussi on of the teachers revealed the fact that some were considering 
how this moral guidance might be eff ected through methods of teaching 
al though the principal as yet had not referred directly t o methods 
of instruction. Cl ub activities and pupil participation in the admin-
istration of the school were other means suggested for developing the 
social and moral phase of the guidance program. A committee of three 
teachers was appoint ed to study how the moral guidance could be fur-
thered and ri ght habits maintained. This commi ttee with co-operative 
suggestions from the teachers prepared short outlines on ethical topics 
which were discussed in the home rooms during a half hour set aside i n 
the program each week for this purpose. The cornmi ttee recommenc1ed to 
the principal that each class have an adviser who would be in charge 
of all social functions of that class. She would see that the class 
committees attended to the ttniceties"· when giving a party - such as 
courtesy in inviting and caring for teachers , the form of invitation, 
serving refreshments, and decorum in dancinga 
While the plan was being studied,. the Vocational Director 
had been investigating the data under "Voce.tional Intereststt on the 
so cial status cards. Among girls who had chosen the commercial course 
and were now in the second year such information as shown by the fol-
lowing type-answers was gained: E. J.- Do not know what I wish to do; 
H. D .. - Wish to stay home and help mothe:r;: with the housework; Ivf . M. 
Would like to be a nurse; M. D. - Wi sh to be a cooking teacher if I 
may omit l anguages;· L. K. - Should like to be a buyer in a store; 
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E. L •. - \f.ant to be an artist; E. w. - Wi.sh to be an artist (Perhaps). 
It was evident tha.t these pupils had drifted into the commercial course 
without any previous guidance or else had been urged to do so by their 
parents as the commercial field seemed to them to offer more oppor-
tunities ofearning a livelihood. In order to facilitate the work of 
the Director each group adviser talked with ~he girls who had expressed 
these desires, studied the home conditions and the aptitude reports, 
and either sent a written statement about each case or talked it over 
with the Director, who in turn had a conference with each girl. As 
soon as a decision was reached, the girl reported to the Group Adviser 
in order to be guided as to the proper selection of courses. 
A report of the find i ngs on the social status card in regard 
to vocational interests was presented at the teacherst meeting with the 
suggestions given to the pupils· in each case as to the relection . of sub-
jects. There were some cases where the Advisers told about the difficulty 
they wer e having in supplying some of the courses needed for specific 
training. At the same meeting a report was given by a committee of 
teachers of the data obtained on the questionnaires as to how the pupils 
spent their eisure time. All these different phases of study of the in-
dividual pupil served to· convince the teachers that the curriculum of the 
school was not doing all it should to meet the needs of the pupil. The 
principal and faculty were no.w ready to begin a study of the curriculum 
with a view to making adjustments if possible. Now that all these in-
d i v:iduals with varying aptitudes, interests~ and possibilities had been 
discovered,. the q_uestion arose as to what to do for them. Thus, was 
provided the much desired opportunity f ·or the principal to introduce 
the aims of secondary education. Through conversation with teachers 
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and in other ways he knew that_ many had never read Cardinal Principles 
of' s-econdary Education; some had not even heard of it. As :Mr. B.- had 
in mind from the start the improvement of the traditional high school 
which he had inherited, he had previously put several copies of the 
pamphlet in the library; and now, in view of the newly awakened in-
terest, suggested that they be read and designated the dates o~ sev-
eral teacherst meetings when the . objectives set forth in the pamphlet 
would be discussed. At the first meeting a committee of eight teachers 
(including heads of departments and the vocational director) presented 
the main topics of the pamphlet. The pr incipal stated the aims of 
secondary education, and the need for reorganization in this :field. The 
seven objectives were set forth by the heads of departments or subject 
teachers who selected as nearly as possible the objective particularly 
appropriate t .o their subjects. The logical exponent of the Health 
aim was the head instructor of physical education, working in close co-
operation with the medical department. The others which were not so 
definitely allied with a particular subject were presented as follows: 
Command of fundamental processes, English department; warthy home-mem-
bership, home economics; vocational aim, the vocational Director and 
head of commercial department; civic education, history department; 
worthy use of leisure, English department; e·thical or moral aim, chair-
man of the committee formed for fostering the. moral guidance program. 
Ag a fitting close to the meeting one of the committee showed the cor-
relation of the aims in different subjects, such as:: English, the social 
studies, domestic science and arts. 
The topic for the next step in the development of the problem 
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was: Wherein is the organization o.f our school weak or strong in con-
:rorming to the seven cardinal principles?. How may it be improved? 
The committee in charge of each teacherst- meeting were asked te> limit 
their presentation of the questions to a definite number of minutes so 
as to leave a portion of the time for informal discussion. The prin-
cipal and faculty agreed that the aims least stressed were: health 
from the point of view of hygiene and recreation, worthy home member-
ship (home economics had not been in all curricula), civic education 
(there were too f ew soc ial s tudi es), and worthy use of leisure. The 
suggestion was followed that committees of teachers be appointed by the 
principal to study a spec'ific objective and formulate plans for carry-
ing it out. The logical chairman of the Health Committee was a physical 
training teacher with whom worked a science teacher and one of community 
ci vies. The head of the department of home economics :formed· a committee 
with a history teacher and an English teacher. The civic committee was 
composed of a history teacher and one of community civics. To the com-
mittee on the preparation for leisure were appointed an English teacher, 
an art tea cher, and a member of the faculty whose avocat ion was music. 
The vocational director and ethi.cal committee had already been function-
ing. Al~ these committee members met with the principal on ce a month 
to discuss progress and formulate plans· for promoting the objectives. 
These plans were always presented to the teaching body in teachers• 
meetings. 
The civic committee at t he first meeting with the principal 
proposed a plan for student council. The committee was authorized to 
draw up the plan and present it to the teachers. The form of student 
council suggested was accepted, put into effect. and the president 
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of the council elected as a member to the civi c committee. Through 
this scheme of conmittee organizations all the objectives were held 
before the teach "ng corps and the ir hearty co-operation was enlis ted. 
Before long the committees on worthy home-membership and 
preparation for leisure reported that certain changes in the curric-
ulum would be advisable. The home economics course was not open to 
all the students and the s tudy of the personnel questionnaires had 
revealed a strong interest in dancing. The principal agreed that there 
should be some changes but deemed i~ wise to ait at least until a 
study of the curriculum was begun with the teachers. As councils of 
teachers, under the school system in which :rvtr. B- 1 s school was locat ed, 
formulated the courses of study for t he different subjects, the cur-
riculum stUdy in the general teacherst meetings was confined to the 
program of studies of t he school. The following subjects for discussion 
at teachers t meetings to be present ed by comnlittees were announced: 
1. The purpose of t he curriculum. 
2. Individual natures and social outlook. 
3. Analysis of objectives .. 
4. General principles of a vocational curriculum. 
5. Changes in our school curricult~. 
6. Study of subject syllabi in department meetings and 
finding submitted to the general group. 
The suggested readings included Adolescence and High-School 
Problems by Pringle (Chapter X),. Curriculum Construction by Charters , 
Hller's Self-Directed School (Chapters III & IV), The High School Age 
by Irvi ng King (Chapter XII). 
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1. How must the school be adjusted to secure the best results 
educationally? It must adjust its plan of work to the pupils as it 
finds them. The efficiency of a high school is measured by its abil-
ity to hold its pupils, develop suitable habits of living and furnish 
a training which will function after the pupils leave the th~ high 
school. In this the purpose of the high school curriculum does not dif-
fer from the general aim of education, viz., to prepare for the ac-
tivities of life. 
2. The Social outlook is a determining factor in evaluating 
the worth of school studies. The changed social conditions require 
a changing curriculum. Special aptitudes have been overlooked as 
"attention has been fixed on grade standards and not upon individual 
possibilities." Effort should be made to recognize and meet individual 
differences and interests. The social status of the pupils requires a 
knowledge of these interests and their social needs. Human economy 
demands not that ttthe individual be merely good but 'that he be good for 
something." Our problem is to provide the environment in which talents 
will grow; any school subject is a part of the pupilts environment. 
Whenever a pupil manifests a dominant interest this should suggest a chang 
of emphasis in the curriculum offerings for this pupil. 
3. The general objectives of a curriculum embodied in the seven 
cardinal principles were next discussed in the light of ideals and ac-
tivities presented in CUrriculum Construction by Charters. ""Ideals op-
erate through activities." That is, our objectives are divided into 
ideal objectives and activity objectives. For instance the Health aim 
is divided into certain ideals and certain actions or applications of 
these ideals; civic efficiency embodies the ideals of a good citizen 
and the activities of a good citizen. A similar division may be made 
of the other objectives. If, then, the aim of education in preparing 
• for life activities is defined in terms of ideals and activities, it is 
important to decide on the dominating ideals and the situations for 
their realization, both of which should be embodied in the curriculum. 
Once set forth much will depend on the methods of teaching employed. 
4. General Principles of a vocational curriculum formed the 
bas is for the next meeting. The specific objectives are divided into 
two types; vocational and extra-vocational. The latter deals ·with 
problems relating to the individual's life and interests, regardless of 
his vocation. Such problems are political, social, aesthetic, intel-
lectual and physical. In order to decide on the subjects to be included 
in the curriculum there must be a job analysis of the vocation and an 
analysis of extra-vocational life. 
5. Under the fifth topi c a revision of the curriculum of the 
school was discussed in the light of this new study. The committee on 
Worthy Home-membership averred that the pupils preparing for higher 
institutions were getting only an intensified training in a vocation 
inasmuch as their pre sent job was to prepare for college. It was voted 
that at least one year of domestic science and arts be included in 
• their course. On the personnel questionnaires,. as previously stated, 
several had expressed a strong interest in dancing. The suggestion 
was made that a course in· aesthetic dancing be added to the curriculum 
under the direction of the physical training department. Thus the 
teachers were beginning to evaluate the studies of the curriculum in 
terms of the individual needs realizing that the only excuse for 
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having studies is that they will do something for life. They agreed 
that the vocational subjects were well placed except for the book-
keeping which they would recommend being divided into penmanship, 
business methods, a.nd accounting (with correlated business arithmetic). 
A wider range of electives including more of the social studies was 
proposed in order to meet the extra-vocational objective and thereby 
prepare for citizenship, enjoyment,. and the appreciation of the finer 
things of life. 
6. After a sufficient number of teachers• meetings had been 
held to familiarize the faculty with the essentials of curriculum-
making, the heads of departments were asked to evaluate the curriculum 
of their respective subjects according to the topics discussed in the 
general .teachers" meetings. A dissatisfaction felt as to the inadeq11acy 
of the course laid down might lead to a change if such were reported to 
the council in charge of each subject. 
When discussing the ideals and activities, the efficacy of 
methods of presenting subject matter in order to stress the mastery of 
the ideals and activities was referred to. Now seemed the time to give 
~methods~ serious consideration. 
As has been s hown previously, the diagnostic value of 
achievement tests in teaching was· proved by practice. The teachers, 
through the discovery of the specific need of each pupil and the 
necessity of devising means for remedial purposes, were unconsciously 
practicing improved methods of instruction. They had already acquired 
a new vision of their responsibility in training their pupils to be 
successful members of society. The organization of the various 
• 
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committees fo r the study of the seven objectives had promoted a spirit 
of co-operati on . I t was now an easy matter to approach the study of 
me t hods. ~The study of the individual differences of children and the 
"adaptation of instruction to meet these needs add human interest to 
"teaching and make it far more purposeful . " The dis cussion of the aim, 
meaning , and technique of directed study was the topic f or consideration 
at a series of faculty mea tings. The concept "'Dire cted Study" i ncludes 
the actual study of the ind i vidual pupils a t their desks, the review and 
as signment, and the general idea of active direction on the part of the 
teacher. The result which Mr. B- hoped to obtain was changing the con-
ception of the class period from the re-ci tat ion type to that of a 
laboratory period. Previous to each teachers~ meeting extensive 
mimeographed bull e tins on the t opic were given to the teachers. The 
fir st phase discuss ed was: General Suggestions to Pupils for Improving 
Study Habits. Among the quotations head ing the bulletin were n·To teach 
~a child to study effectively is to do the most valuable thing that 
"could be done to help him adjust himself to any environment of modern 
"chri lized life into which he may be thrown.~ (Bagley) "'Many teachers 
"have taught subjects, but not how to study subjects. The latter is 
n·more important ." The weak habits shown by pupils while studying were 
enumerated i n the meeting and helpful sugges tions formula ted •. These 
suggestions were late r mimeographed and a copy sent to each group ad-
v iser for discussion during the home room period . The suggestions 
to be stressed with the pupils were: 
1. Use time profitably and develop the right habits of study. 
2. Plan your time so that you may have sufficient sleep and 
recreation. 
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3. S'elect a quiet place if possible. 
4. Have. a definite study schedule and follow it regularly. 
5. Have all your materials ready and make a quick start. 
6. Do not try to work on a lesson until the assignment is 
clear. 
7. Inquire about what you do not understand. 
8. Review the lesson before going to class. 
9. Learn to summarize and condense. 
10. Concentrate your mind so t hat outside interes t s will not 
frequently distur b your study. 
11. Economize on time by doing intensive study instead of 
spending hours in aimless mental rambling. 
The second step in the development of the ~Directed Study~ 
campai gn was a discussion of teaching methods which enable pupils to 
learn by doing. "'A student is being educated when he gets into action." 
Every pupil s hould have a rea l job during the entire class period. The 
general aim is to direct the pupils while preparing a new lesson, rather 
than to spend time hearing less ons. 
In the study of the meaning of "Directed Study~ the in-
spir ational quality of the true teacher was stressed. She must be able 
to stimulate curiosity, secure responsible conduct and arouse the in-
tt dividual to a full sense of his powers. The pupil is trained to do 
purposive thinking that he may become a self-directed individual. .,.The 
"teacher and pupil ar e part of a laboratory situation, the teacher 
"·stimulating , teac·hing, directing; the child responding through par-
"ticipation." Real teaching involves teaching pupils haw to study. 
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Another phase discussed was whether there could be a tech-
nique of directing study. It was agreed that there vvas no n·cut-and dried" 
method, but generalizations could be f ormulated. The teacher should 
guard against any tendencies that would spoil the quiet study atmosphere, 
such as the asking of needless questions and unnecessary moving about 
the room. She may work with a part of the class while the others continue 
to study and occasionally she may stop them for discussion. An effective 
program of study teaching must include the time and methods used in the 
review ~ess·on and in making the assignment. · The exercise known f'or many 
years as a review is now called a drill and a review means a new view 
ttwhen ideas or ways of acting are recalled to mind for the purpose of es-
"tablishing new meanings, new relationships or new ways of acting."' All 
new work should be prepared under the guidance of the teacher. The home 
work will be a continuation of the work done in the study teaching period, 
and will be preceded by enough work in the class room to prevent groping 
on the part of the pupil . The resulting change in method is the reduction 
of time spent in recitation. Thus the technique of "Directed Study~ 
covers the entire period. It is a work period for every pupil where the 
pupils learn by doing under the direction of the teacher rather than 
listening while the teacher is working. 
It was not deemed possible to organize the school according to 
the Dalton Laboratory Plan, but the teachers were interested in hearing 
about modified plans which aimed to adjust the subject matter to the 
varying abilities of the pupils. There may be one assi@runent with the 
maximum units double-starred or collected in an optional assignment at 
the end; or the minimum and max.imum assignments may be separate .i~ 
*Plan of South Philadelphia High School. 
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No form of laboratory period was made mandatory at the time, 
but :Mr. B- hoped that some teac.hers would adopt the method and the con-
tagion spread to others. It was urged that the Directed Study method 
be tried in one section and comparison made of the results between that 
and a section taught. on the former plan. 
In order further to show his teachers how high schools are 
trying to meet the problem of varying abilities, a study was made of 
the method of grouping within the recitation section. The tendency is 
to divide the class into three groups, superior, average, and inferior. 
The pupils of all three groups go to class at the same time. While 
the two lower groups are studying, work is begun with the super i or group 
to whom a ssignments of work are given after any existing difficulties 
have been straightened out. Each group in turn receives its instruction 
and the assignment for class work which the teacher discusses with .eath 
group when the second circuit is made. The principal did not advise 
this method in subjects .offering opportunity for discussion and inter-
change: of opinion. It is a desirable plan for mathematics, beginning 
foreign language, and business arithmetic. 
For training in reflective thinking, however, the. laboratory 
method providing real present experiences in solving problems and learn-
ing to handle data is more effectual. This form of instruction adapts 
itself to the contemporary social needs of the various classes of students 
in the high schools and should be definitely related to the practical 
affairs of life. By this method a large amount of formal material 
would be eliminated from the sciences and the emphasis laid on the prac-
tical. It is particularly applicable to subject matter dealing with 
• 
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human nature and society • 
.Another type of teaching which should not be omitted in the 
discussion is the appreciation le~son. This should not be confined to 
a few subjects!" although English, art, and music f urnish wide fields 1 
but should cultivate enjoyment of the beautiful things of life. VVhat-
ever me thod of teaching is used we must not forget the general laws of 
learning, particularly the law of interest which should be provided for 
through motivation. 
The discussion of "'Directed Study"· dealt incidentally wi th 
certain class procedure, such as the drill, review~ and the lesson 
assignment. It was not Nl:r ~ B- ts intention to make a study of high 
school procedures except to emphasize developmental changes and introduce 
improved methods of instruction. His teachers had already been brought 
to see th~t they mus t look beyond even the yearly work and get a new 
version of their responsibility. Through t eacherst meetings and suggested 
readings, Th~. B- had inspired h is teachers to further study and continued 
growth. As has been previously stated , the division or· work and responsi-
bility among committees had developed a spirit of co-operation and espri t 
de corps among the faculty as well as a unity of intention between the 
principal and the teachers. Those who were experimenting with new methods 
talked the work over with him and were very glad to have him visit their 
classes and offer s·uggestions. This confidence o.n the part of the 
teachers formed an opening wedge for a systematic supervision of instruc-
tion. rrr. B- had from the first visited the young and inexperienced 
teachers and had been very helpful in i mproving their technique, but he 
had gone very slowly with the older teachers. Among those now interested 
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i n introduc ing new methods there were as many of the fo rmer drill master s 
a s young . t eachers. A successful ttapproach"' had been made to the improve-
men t of class room procedure through co-operative supervision , but it i s 
not the purpose of this paper to f ollow Mr. B- on h is round as supervis ng 
. principal . The human element pervaded the school and there was slight 
danger t hat a man as profes sionally alive as Mr. B- would allow t he 
school to drift back into mechanical r outine. The ultimate aim in all 
hi s procedures was the enrichment of educational opportunity for pupils. 
While engrossed in improving instruct ion he di.d not allow himself to f or-
ge t t he starting point in his successful reorganization, viz. , the study 
of the individual pupils a,nd her needs . Among the t opics for h is pro-
f ess ional me eting,. he included a study of t eachers '· marks and their value 
to teacher~ , pupils, and parents . The good teacher asks herself, I s this 
pupi l working up to her capacity? What i s my responsibility in her suc-
cess or f ailure ? The per sonal status card i ntroduced the. f irst year of 
Hr . B-t s organization had been continued from year to year and formed the 
basis f or the study of the pupil . The teacher now, besides stu ying the 
persona l data , a sks herse l f if her metho ds of instruction are adapted to 
the needs of the pupil. Mr. B- feels that the parent must have a be tter 
understanding of the grades in order to co-operate with the school . 
Consequently a literal scheme of marking is devised and a printed sheet 
sent home explaining the meaning of the grades used i n school . The 
basis of the evaluati on includes scholarship, diligence , reasoning, 
punctuali ty, and personal response , t he grades varying from A t o E, ac-
cor ding to the degree in which each qual ity is shown in the pupil •-- s work. 
(See sample of sheet -A Scientif ic Method of Marking .) The ethical 
co~nittee suggested that the pupils be marked on their report cards as to 
perseverance , s elf - reliance, neatne s s , courtesy, hones ty, and obedience. 
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According to the policy of the organi zation, the plan was presented to 
the teaching body for discussion. It met with approval and parents and 
pupils were informed of the nevv scheme. 
Another phase of secondary education that Mr. B- began to 
stress more, now that he was sure of the co-operation of the faculty, was 
extra-curri cular activities. It is a fallacy that life represents a com-
plex between the individual and the soc ial; life is instead one process. 
Life of society and law of the individual are one . These laws whi ch are 
hones ty, altruism,- respect for government , loyalty, etc., the individual 
will best learn in a life situation providing variety. No group can go 
ahead without the co-operation of all other groups. Diversified interests 
in the clubs are all brought together in school life. Throueh partici-
pe.tion in the school government also the pupil practices social values 
with satisfaction. Extra-curricular activities of the school likewise 
afford opportuni ties for giving a great deal of attention to individual 
differences through the various clubs , such as : Senior and Junior Ath-
letic Clubs , Camera Club, Travel Club, Nature Club, Glee Club, Art Club, 
et c . - The plans for clubs were received kindly at the teachers ' meeting 
and several tea.chers volunteered their services as sponsors. Mr. B-'s 
policy was, as far as possible, to make a place for the clubs in the 
regular school schedule. 
Thus throughout the whole school pervades a spirit of co-opera-
tion . The f aculty, through the various committees, play an important part 
in the organization of the school . They are ready to give helpful sugges-
t ions and the principal i s glad to listen to them. This faculty participa 
tion in adminis tration keeps their interests alive and fe eds the spirit of 
loyalty in the school. 
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s· u m m a r y 
High School teachers have been slow to respond t o the new 
phil osophy o:f ed·ucat ion because of the inadequacy of their professional 
training. Recent steps have be en taken by some teacher-training ins ti-
tuti ons t o standardize thei r curr i cula . 
rr. B- became the principal of a high s chool which was of 
tracH t i onal character because of the varied experience and training of 
the fa culty and their lack of professional interest. He pl anned fo r 
a reorganization which would take from three to five years . Hi s first 
s t ep was to arous e by every poss.ible me ans an interes t in t he s t udy of 
t he individual pupi l's needs and abilit i es . This he accomplished by 
means of a personnel questionnai re and a social status card. To bring 
the teachers to a realizati on of the varying abilities he used the IQ, 
comparative s tudies of ch~onological and mental ages , and achievement 
t es t s . Thr ough the i n t erest aroused by the study of individual differ-
ences , he was able to ttput across". a plan for educational and vocational 
gu idance . The same interest in the individual pup il enabled him later 
to present to the facul ty the aims of secondary educat ion as set fo r th 
in Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education. The disco iJery ( on t he 
part of the teachers ) that t he scho ol curriculum was not meet ing all the 
ob je ctives adequat ely opened the way fo r t he study of curriculum-
mak ing . The spirit of co-operat i on whi ch had been developed in the teach-
ers t hrough the study of the indiv idual pupil made it possible for llr. B-
s· u m m a r y 
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to introduce the study of modern methods of instruction with a view 
to more systematic supervision. The ultimate aim of the school con-
• t lnued to be the enrichment of educational opportunity for pupils . 
Tb further this a study was made of the value of marks to teachers , 
parents, and pupils and a li teral marking scheme devised . Mr. B- and 
the teachers fo stered extra-curricular activities because of their 
value in preparing the pupils .for the life of society. 
All these plans were presented to the teaching body by 
committees of teachers . The t eachers were thus given a share in the 
administration of the school and a spirit of co-oper ation preva i led . 
A SCIENTIFIC METHOD OF MARKING 
The following qualities may be thought of as constituting a grade: 
(1) scholarship, (2) diligence, (3) reasoning, (4) punctuality, and 4t (o) personal response. 
(1) By scholarship i.s meant knowledge of s·ubject matter presented 
in class discussion, special reports and ass'ignments. In general, it 
constitutes factual or book knowledge. 
(2) BY diligence is meant personal application to any task a.t hand. 
Is the student a worker - is he satisfied by mere accomplishment - or does 
he strive for perfection? 
(3) By reasoning is meant the ability to apply knowledge or scholar-
ship as a resultant of training. · Does he think logically, does he analyze? 
(4) By punctuality is meant the degree of promptness in execution 
of assignments and personal behavior. Is written work handed in on time -
does the student appear in class room promptly and come to order on signal 
does he turn to the assignment or move to the blackboard with rapidity? 
(5) By personal response is meant the reaction of the student toward 
· criticism by the teacher pertainjng to matters of order and discipline on 
the one hand, and methods of study, penmanship, spelling, grammar, and 
similar qualities on the other hand. 
The following qualities should be noticeable in students merit-
ing the various grades: 







Better than instructor could expect; does more 
than assigned. 
Incessant systematic, hard, conscientious 
worker; aims at perfection. 
Analyzes and questions by force of stimuli from 
within; not satisfied until conclusion is 
logically deduced. 
Always ready regardless of time or obstacles. 
' Appreciative, early marked improvement. 
• 
• 














Grade D . (75- 80) 
Scholarship: 
Reasoning:-
Punctual i ty: 
Personal 
response: 
Gr ade K Failure 
-- 2. - -
Completes with acc-uracy the assignment . 
Works effe ctively and willingly . 
Analyzes and questions veracity of statements 
if stimuli ar e applied from without • 
Ready with everything when things pursue the 
regular course . 
Shows signs of gradual progress . 
Usually completes and comprehends t he main facts . 
Works in a mor e or less sporadic and haphazard 
manner . 
Takes mos t everything for granted regardless 
of stimuli. 
F"igures on occasional irregularity but seeks 
ex.cuses. 
Some progress but irregular and inconsistent. 
Gets the outstanding points in a s emi-retentive 
fashion . \Vorks· very l ittle on own ini tia-
tive but needs to be urged frequently. 
Does very little toward follo wing sequential 
steps to a logical conclusion. 
Makes no effect at consistent regularity ;. moves 
at own speed and pleasure . 
Indifferent and very little pr ogr ess. 
(below 75 ) 
The failing grades can be so varied that the 
only thi ng to be sai d is that an E student 
would naturally fall lower in the charac-
teristi c ~ualities than those set for aD 
student. 
A - Excellent B - Very Good .. . C - Average D - Passing . . 
E - Failed 
Sault St e. 11arie High School, Michigan . 
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